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			Outdoor Furniture	Poufs of recovered sails	Génois bean bag
	Cheslón bean bag


	Outdoor chairs & armchairs	Helm chair
	Crew chair
	Tack chair
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	Outdoor folding Stools	Ris Stool
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	Outdoor tables	Dinghy
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	Fortuna Beach Chair
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PERSONALIZED SHADE SAILS AND SUSTAINABLE DESIGN OUTDOOR FURNITURE





DVELAS designs and manufactures sustainable outdoor furniture and personalized shade sails from recovered sails. We also study personalized shade solutions for residential and public spaces. Emotion, comfort and beauty united in timeless designs for a sustainable world.

High quality circular design in the way of patio furniture, elegant design lamps, cottage sofas, outdoor high tables & bar stools, stackable dining chairs and shade sails.







SHADE SAILS
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OUTDOOR CONTRACT FURNITURE
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OUTDOOR POUFS
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PATIO CHAIRS AND ARMCHAIRS
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STOOLS
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OUTDOOR LOUNGER
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CONTRACT TABLES
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CLOTH HANGERS









LIGHTING
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New lamps store!
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DVELAS is the company that always has a sustainable idea and continues to make unique design products.

DVELAS. You have taught us how to spend precious time in outdoors.

You are the one that changed our lives. Thank you very much!

Sustainable and good design. A company that makes products that people will love in the future, too.
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I worked with DVELAS on a large project in Dubai.

The upcycled sail product was the perfect choice for the project with the unique markings and details from recovered sails, this added authenticity that is not possible with replica sails.

The DVELAS team in Spain understood the brief and ensured the material was delivered as specified, making the installation easy.
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RAW MATERIAL FOR PROFESSIONALS









The dimensions of the present day Maxi Yacht sails are enormous and are made with extremely high-tech fabrics with the latest materials to create next-generation textile composites.

These sails, despite being removed due to specific damage inapt for repair, are for the greater part in mint condition.

With the portions of sail that are in perfect condition, we extract huge sheets of highly resistant durable fabric.

For the last 10 years, we have been using these sails to design contemporary furniture and bespoke shade sails. We have acquired a great deal of knowledge regarding the material and how it can be recycled into high quality pieces.

At DVELAS, we are ready to make this material available for many other projects under the creation and instruction of our team of architects and designers.

DVELAS RAW consists of a service for supplying cut-to-size material in large formats and providing advice on how to work and install it for use in textile architecture, textile façade coatings, ephemeral architectures or other installations.
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RECOVERED SAILS. CIRCULAR ECONOMY.









DVELAS seeks to participate as a strategic partner in different sensitive projects with the European Green Pact where promoting circularity is part of the political response to address systemic crises such as climate change, pollution, waste generation and loss of biodiversity.

We are interested in collaborating with architects, companies, governments, city councils and prescribers who are attentive to the importance and the need to reuse raw materials and the implementation of the circular economy.
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OUTDOOR AND CONTRACT PROJECTS
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TACK seats for a luxury hotel
DVELAS TACK recovered sail seats in Aethos Ericeira. This boutique hotel is located near Calada beach, in Ericeira, a tourist destination on the edge of a cliff overlooking the Atlantic Ocean. 
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Shade sail for terrace
DVELAS offers a selection of shading systems, wall anchors and masts for shade sails made in Spain.
Shade sails are elegant and effective shaders for terraces and gardens, as well as to cover parking lots, garage spaces and carports.
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	Internatioal Sustainable Awards 2024
We are very happy to have received this recognition of the most important value that is part of our brand: [...]
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	New online store!
Finally new online store! We really wanted to make online shopping easier on our website and we are launching a [...]
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DVELAS ha sido beneficiaria del Fondo Europeo de desarrollo regional cuyo objetivo es la implantación de soluciones innovadoras para la internacionalización, y gracias al que ha realizando planes estratégicos para nuevos mercados adaptando sus productos y servicios. Esta acción ha tenido lugar durante 2022. Para ello ha contado con el apoyo del programa InnoExport de la Cámara de Comercio de Navarra. Una manera de hacer Europa.
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Esta empresa ha recibido una subvención del Gobierno de Navarra al amparo de la convocatoria de 2020 de ayudas para mejora de la competitividad.
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						WOULD YOU LIKE TO KNOW MORE ABOUT OUR PRODUCTS?




Get our catalogue of shade sails and outdoor furniture where you will also find all the technical data.





	DOWNLOAD NOW
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